[Clinical study of plasma substitute (Gelofusion) on fluid resuscitation in patients with burned shock].
To investigate the effects of plasma substitute(Gelofusion) on fluid resuscitation in patients with burned shock. Twenty burn shock patients with total body surface area (TBSA) more than 40% were enrolled for clinical study on the effect of resuscitation with plasma substitute (Gelofusion). The patients were randomly divided into two groups: Gelofusion resuscitation group (n=11) and plasma resuscitation group (n=9). The cardiac output (CO),oxygen delivery (DO2), packed cell volume (PCV), blood and plasma viscosity, lactate(LA) and base deficit (BD) levels were detected at shock stage (postburn from 1 to 48 hours). Two hours after rapid fluid replacement, the levels of CO and DO2 were gradually increased, while the levels of PCV, blood and plasma viscosity, LA and BD were markedly decreased (P<0.05 or P<0.01). After resuscitation, plasma viscosity in Gelofusion resuscitation group were obviously lower than that in plasma resuscitation group within 24 hours postburn (all P<0.05).With an exception of plasma viscosity, there were no significant differences in other parameters between two groups at various intervals (all P>0.05). In the resuscitation of burn shock, the clinical effect of Gelofusion treatment is similar to that of plasma treatment. Gelofusion appears to be a fairly good plasma substitute for extensive application on the management of burn shock during the early stage.